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JOINT TRANSPORTATION BOARD 
AGENDA

Tuesday 6 December 2016

1. Apologies for Absence. 

2. Declarations of Interest 

To receive declarations of interest from Members including the 
terms(s) of the Grant of Dispensation (if any).

3. To confirm the Minutes of the meeting of the Dartford Joint 
Transportation Board held on 6 September 2016 

(Pages 1 - 8)

4. Urgent Items 

The Chairman will announce whether there are any urgent items and 
their position on the agenda.

5. References from other Committees (if any) 

6. Matters Arising (Pages 9 - 12)

This report advises Members on the progress of matters arising at 
previous meetings of the Board.

7. Wilmington Village Traffic Measures 

A verbal update will be provided by the Chairman on the introduction 
of traffic controls and other measures in Wilmington to overcome 
problems arising at local schools.

8. Joint Transportation Board Sub Group - Meeting 4 October 2016 
- Update 

(Pages 13 - 
14)

Councillor Keith Kelly will update the Board on this meeting.

 Additionally a short report from KCC Highways is attached for 
Member information.

9. Fastrack 

A short verbal update on Fastrack may be provided to Members by 



KCC Highways Officers.

10. Arriva Buses 

Officers from Arriva buses will be present at the meeting.

11. Proposed Waiting Restrictions Brunel Way Dartford. (Pages 15 - 
26)

12. Members Enquiry Items 

Members have the opportunity to raise  the following: -

 Questions in relation to capital and revenue funded works 
programmes

 Suggestions for future traffic regulation orders or street 
management proposals

 Questions on policies, plans and strategies related to 
highways, road traffic and public transport.

 Suggestion of a future agenda item (subject to the Chairman’s 
approval)

ITEMS FOR INFORMATION

13. Road Works in the Borough of Dartford (Pages 27 - 
40)

Members will be advised of the roadworks which were currently being 
undertaken or expected within the Borough.

14. KCC - Environment and Transport Cabinet Committee (Pages 41 - 
54)

For Members information the following has been attached for 
Members information: -

 Environment, and Transport  Cabinet Committee – Minutes 7 
September 2016

NB: If a Member wishes to discuss any of these items at the meeting, 
please advise the Member Services Section (01322) 343251 prior to 
the meeting.
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DARTFORD BOROUGH COUNCIL

JOINT TRANSPORTATION BOARD

MINUTES of the meeting of the Joint Transportation Board held on Tuesday 6 
September 2016 at 7.00pm

PRESENT:

ALSO 
PRESENT

s

Mrs A Allen (Chairman)
Councillor K M Kelly (Vice-Chairman)
Mrs P Cole
Mr P Harman
Mr T Maddison

Councillor J A Hayes
Councillor E J Lampkin
Councillor R Lees
Councillor M Maddison
Councillor C McLean
Councillor R J Wells

Mr Lewis Boudville and Mrs Tania Smith, (DBC) Mr Dan Bruce, 
Mr David George, Mr Phil Lightower, Ms Denise Sutton and Mr 
Andy Waters (KCC)

14. APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE. 

Apologies for absence were received from Mr Kite and Mr Ozog and from 
Councillors Mrs Ozog and Page.

The Board noted the appointment of Councillors Mark Maddison and McLean 
as substitute Members for Councillors Page and Mrs Ozog respectively.

15. DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST 

There were no declarations of interest received.

16. TO CONFIRM THE MINUTES OF THE MEETING OF THE DARTFORD 
JOINT TRANSPORTATION BOARD HELD ON 7 JUNE 2016. 

RESOLVED

That the minutes of the meeting of the Joint Transportation Board held on 7 
June 2016 be confirmed as a correct record of that meeting.

17. URGENT ITEMS 

It was reported that there were no urgent items for the Board to consider, 
however the Chairman reported that she had been informed that Ms Sutton’s 
temporary appointment as Dartford Area Manager had been upgraded and 
she was now the substantive post holder.  
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Councillor Allen congratulated Ms Sutton and the Board wished her well in her 
new, permanent, role. 

18. MATTERS ARISING 

The Board received an update on a number of issues outstanding from 
previous meetings and noted that certain information was also contained 
elsewhere in the Agenda.

Arising from the Update the following information was provided

Item 5 Redundant Lamp columns.
Councillor Tom Maddison reported on the location of two lamp post stumps 
which required removal at Gore Road adjacent to the Prince Albert pub.

Item 12 – the Introduction of Dog Bone road markings.
The Transport Services Manager reported that the necessary preparatory 
work to allow these to be ordered on line had now been completed and that 
these could now be requested.

Item 15 Issues at St Mary’s Road
It was reported that a visit to the site had taken place with KCC Officers in 
attendance.  However it was discovered that the problem areas were not 
adopted highway and thus not the responsibility of KCC.

Item 16 – Ivy Close Dartford – Parking Issues
Ms Sutton confirmed that this matter was now in hand.

Item 8 Enforcement of Yellow Box Junctions / Traffic congestion Issues
Councillor Kelly reported that he and the Leader of the Council were to meet 
with Kent Police to discuss issues surrounding the enforcement of traffic 
restrictions, to alleviate congestion problems on the 19th of September and 
that he would report back to the next meeting of the Board  

It was noted that despite the introduction of some measures there were still 
many occasions where Dartford was being bought to a standstill by traffic 
queueing to access the Dartford Crossing.

Additionally he reported that he still had received no response from the 
Minister for Transport to the letter that had been written regarding the use of 
revenue from the Dartford Crossing being used to pay for enforcement and 
traffic management work in the Borough.

Mr Harman informed the Board that he had been in correspondence with the 
Kent Police Service on the enforcement issue and had been informed that it 
would be prohibitively expensive to use police man - power to enforce yellow 
box junctions and they had suggested the use of CCTV, but that of course 
was not yet legal outside the London area.
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Mr Harman also reported that the first meeting of the Member Working Party 
introduced to review new traffic measures would be held on 4 October 2016.

Councillor Lees informed the Board that congestion issues were of great 
concern to Parish councils and he had been asked to highlight that concern, 
and the impact that traffic congestion was having on the quality of life for 
many residents in the Borough.

Arising from the discussion surrounding this matter the Chairman asked that 
the issue be referred to the Cabinet for consideration.

RESOLVED

That the issue of the continuing traffic congestion problems in Dartford be 
referred to the Cabinet for consideration bearing in mind 

 The ongoing impact on existing local businesses, and the disincentive 
that it gave for any business considering locating in the area;

 The impact that the congestion was having on the quality of life for all 
borough residents, and in particular the poor air quality being caused 
by queueing traffic;

 The specific impact on roads and streets which were being used as “rat 
runs” by motorists trying to avoid delays, especially in more rural areas;

 The petition to Parliament organised by local residents seeking urgent 
action on the problems; and,

 The uncertainty in North Kent at the delay in announcing the location of 
a new lower Thames crossing. 

19. REFERENCES FROM OTHER COMMITTEES (IF ANY) 

It was noted that there were no issues which had been referred to the Board.

20. PARKING SERVICES ANNUAL REPORT 

The Transport Services Manager, Lewis Boudville, introduced a report on the 
work of the Parking Service over the last year.  He informed the Board that 
following any comments from Members, the Annual Report was to be 
presented to the Cabinet for approval and once finalised would be published 
on the Council’s web site and passed to various interested organisations.

Mr Boudville explained that the report was divided into the following eight 
sections which explained amongst other things: the work of the Service, its 
interaction with other bodies, and the legal framework within which it worked.

 The Highway Authority and Dartford Borough Council’s supporting role
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 Civil Parking Enforcement legislation
 Dartford Borough Council’s Parking Services team
 Dartford Borough Council’s approach to delivering Parking Services
 The Dartford Town Centre parking provision
 Parking management in residential areas
 Parking Services projects’ delivery in 2015
 Monitoring the Council’s Parking Services operation

Mr Boudville also highlighted work being undertaken to improve road safety 
surrounding schools including the introduction of a specialised camera vehicle 
and the use of targeted enforcement at particular schools during morning 
opening and closing times.

Councillor Kelly drew the Board’s attention to the small profit level that the 
service achieved and noted that this demonstrated that Dartford did not treat 
parking enforcement as a revenue generating enterprise.

Having considered the report the Board raised the following points which it 
asked were passed to the Cabinet for consideration

 The work undertaken and impact of the use of the Safety Car to deter 
unsafe and inconsiderate parking at schools;

 The low level of surplus on the parking account demonstrating that 
Dartford did not treat parking enforcement as a revenue generating 
enterprise

 The need for more contemporary parking statistics as the 2011 data 
clearly needed to be updated.

21. KENT LOCAL TRANSPORT PLAN 4 

The Board was informed that Kent County Council (KCC) had a statutory 
responsibility to keep and maintain a Local Transport Plan for the County, and 
that the current Plan (LTP3) was in need of updating.  Additionally, it was 
required by statute to seek comments on the new plan with interested parties.

Consequently, the Board received a draft copy of LTP4 – the replacement 
document upon which KCC were consulting - together with a synopsis of its 
implications for Dartford and a proposed response drafted by Officers. 

It was noted that the proposed response to LTP4 was to be considered for 
approval by the Cabinet and that it had been presented to the Board for any 
comment necessary to inform that process.

Having considered the consultation document, the synopsis and the proposed 
response, the Board 

RESOLVED
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To approve the response subject to the following comments:

Q4 Outcome 5 - Better health and Wellbeing – This response should be 
changed from “Agree” to “Strongly Agree”. Members felt that this was an 
extremely important issue for Dartford. 

Q5a Strategic Priorities for the Local Transport Plan – Rail and bus 
improvements - In addition to the comment made, the response should 
additionally set out that “rural areas should be well served by public transport 
and where necessary improvements to bus services should be made”. 

22. FASTRACK 

The Board received a report updating Members on improvements and 
developments on the Fastrack rapid transit system operating in Kent 
Thameside.

The report was introduced by Mr Lightower, the project manager who 
provided an overview of the service and possible expansion and development 
in future years, together with possible amendments to governance 
arrangement. 

An update on changes and improvements to the service was provided by Mr 
Bruce, which included details of infrastructure changes, reliability 
improvements, and the integration of Ingress Park into the system.

Mr David George, Fastrack Project Manager, provided information on the 
possible extension of the whole system into new areas, the introduction of 
different vehicles, and the impact of legislation currently before parliament 
which could alter the role of bus providers.

He further explained that more detail on future developments would be 
provided at a future meeting of the Board.

The Board welcomed the update report, particularly the information relating to 
the possible extension to the System but expressed some concern at

 Current parking levels on Manor Road, Ingress Park, which may 
impede the progress of the Fastrack service when introduced

 The misuse of the bus lane linking Ingress Park and Greenhithe Station 
by motorists

 Reliability issues on the system, especially at time of heavy traffic 
congestion

The Chairman thanked Mr Lightower and his colleagues for their reports and 
for the information on possible future extensions to the Fastrack system.
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23. MEMBERS ENQUIRY ITEMS 

Board Members raised the following issues:

Councillor Lampkin asked if it were possible for speed restrictions to be 
introduced on a section of Heath Lane where there had been a fatal accident 
in early 2016.

Ms Sutton confirmed that this stretch of road was being considered for the 
installation of new footway but also agreed to pursue the speed issue for 
Councillor Lampkin.

Councillor Lees enquired regarding the regulations relating to changes to 
routes and timetables for local bus routes.  It was noted that these seem to be 
taking place with little or no public consultation and had a great impact 
particularly in more rural areas.

Arising from this it was noted that it had been some time since representatives 
from local bus operators had attended the Board and the Chairman asked that 
they be invited to our next meeting to discuss this and other related issues. 

With regard to consultation between KCC and Parish councils it was noted 
that at the last Board meeting Ms Sutton had agreed to attend the Parish 
Forum to commence the process.  Councillor Lees informed Members that 
this was due to be held on 11 October 2016 and Ms Sutton confirmed that she 
would be attending.

The Chairman, Councillor Mrs Allen reported that she had received a number 
of complaints relating to pavement parking and its impact on road safety.  
Accordingly the Board agreed that this matter should be placed on the 
Agenda for our next meeting.

24. ROAD WORKS IN THE BOROUGH OF DARTFORD 

The Board received a report which set out details of highways works in 
progress or approved for commencement during 2016 / 2017 in the Dartford 
area.

Arising from this Mrs Cole enquired when work on a pedestrian refuge on 
Watling Street, Dartford would commence as it had slipped on a number of 
occasions.

25. KCC - ENVIRONMENT AND TRANSPORT CABINET COMMITTEE 

The Board received and noted the Minutes of the meeting of the Kent County 
Council Environment and Transport Cabinet Committee held on 4 May 2016.
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The meeting closed at 9.00pm

Mrs Ann Allen CHAIRMAN





JOINT TRANSPORTATION BOARD
6 December 2016

MATTERS ARISING

1. Summary

1.1 This report advises Members on the progress of matters arising at previous 
meetings of the Board.

2.  RECOMMENDATION

2.1 That Members note the comments in the “Update/Outcome” column of the 
Appendix A to this report

3 Background and Discussion

3.1 Previously, the Joint Transportation Board requested that a report on 
matters arising be placed on future agendas of this Board.

3.2 The matters arising are as detailed in the Appendix A to this report.

3.3 A verbal update, where applicable, will be given at the meeting of this 
Board.

4    Details of Exempt Information Category

Not applicable

5. Appendices

Appendix A:  Matters Arising

BACKGROUND PAPERS:

None 

Contact Officers : As detailed in the Appendix to this report                      

Contact Number:
KCC Highways & Transportation      08458 247 800

Dartford Borough Council  01322 343251
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Action Current Situation Update / Outcome
1 Fast Track – Future Developments A twice yearly update to be made to the 

Board.
.An verbal update may be provided to this 
meeting.

2. Sensible Street Lighting KCC have announced a change in direction 
over this and an update is expected from 
them in due course…

Work installing LED lighting across Kent was 
to commence in March 2016, and Dartford is 
second on the list to be commenced.

3.14. Bob Dunn Way.
a) Access Issues

b) Flood alleviation

It is understood that contractor difficulties 
are delaying works, KCC Officers agreed  to 
expedite matters

KCC have decided to commission their own 
survey to allow the drainage works to 
commence.

Ms Sutton to update Members

4. Drainage Issues Wilmington Court 
Road

Update on replacement of Soakaway

5.15. Removal of Redundant Lamp 
columns and Stumps

Members have agreed to monitor the 
progress made in removal.  Members have 
been invited to pass details of redundant 
columns to KCC

6.16. Parking Issues Ingress Park A site visit has been arranged to take place 
on 12 June 2015.

Mr Harman to report back on the visit

7.17. Misuse of Busways by Motorists The possible deployment of a mobile CCTV 
camera to aid in deterring and prosecuting 
motorists who misuse the busways was to 
be investigated by KCC and that a report be 
presented to our next meeting.   

Further negotiations on the cost of CCTV are 
to be undertaken..

8.18. Parking Control Issues: Common 
Lane Wilmington

To address issues here the unprotected 
section of Common Lane was to be included 
in the next tranche of Traffic Restriction 
Orders presented to the board.  This would 
allow the installation to be undertaken 
during the school summer holiday period.

Members have asked that this area be 
monitored

The Chairman will update Members on the 
introduction of traffic control measures in the 
Wilmington area.
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Action Current Situation Update / Outcome
919. Traffic Congestion This issue was referred to Cabinet for 

Consideration.

1020. Pedestrian Safety Fastrack Routes The Vice Chairman had undertaken to 
contact the Fastrack operators on this 
matter.

1121. Maiden Lane Dartford
22. Traffic / Parking Issues

This issue has been raised on a number of 
occasions by Members at Board meetings 

1223. Leigh Technical College area, 
Parking Issues

The Board agreed to monitor the area with a 
view to traffic regulation if problems do not 
improve.

1324. Burnham Road Footways
25. Cyclists

Ms Sutton undertook to look at this issue.

1426. Feedback on various traffic 
regulation issues

Removal of Temporary parking restrictions 
Fulwich Road area

Renewal of Zebra crossing markings

Introduction of speed restrictions:  Heath 
Lane, Dartford.

Pavement Parking Issues



Dartford Crossing Network Improvements  

To: Dartford Joint Transportation Board, 6th December 2016

By: Tim Read – Head of Transportation, KCC

Classification: Unrestricted

This report is a progress update on the Dartford Network Improvements

1. Introduction

The implementation of Dart Charge by Highways England improved journey 
times on the strategic road, however there was impact on the local road 
network due to the use of a Traffic Management Cell that often resulted in 
queues at J1a.  The regular occurrence of incidents either on the Essex side 
of the river or in the tunnel caused significant congestion and delay on the 
Kent side normally impacting on the whole of Dartford.

The 2 Dartford bores are constructed with different dimensions so that over 
height Lorries have to use lanes 3&4.  If they attempt to use lanes 1&2 they 
are extracted by the TM cell and have to use J1b to come back to the tunnel 
in the correct lane.  This only increases the delays at J1a as the TM cell 
takes time to extract the vehicle causing queues on the slip road leading to 
the tunnel.

Due all of the issues KCC and the HE agreed to work together to identify 
some quick measures that might help mitigate some of these effects on the 
Dartford road network.  These measures were presented to a special JTB 
previously in April 2016.

This report is to advice on progress and update members on the measures 
being implemented.

 

 2. Progress update

2.1 Review the signal timings at junction 1a and investigate lane markings

The review of the signals timings is now complete and the effects are being 
monitored.  New road markings including the introduction of yellow boxes 
have been designed and will be installed during November.  The junctions 
will be monitored to understand the effects.



2.2 Install Variable Message signs in the Dartford area

The new VMS have been installed and are functioning.  They have been 
placed strategically to try warn drivers that congestion is occurring at junction 
1a.

2.3 Instrument the road network in Dartford to gather information so that drivers 
can be automatically warned of issues

The devices have been reived and will be installed during November.  When 
they are functioning correctly collating data a detailed analysis of what is 
happening will identify automatic triggers of a congested network, along with 
data on the crossing itself.  This will generate automatic warnings to 
operators so messages that will be displayed on the VMS and broadcast on 
social media.  This information will be shared with stakeholders to provide 
more accurate data and encourage better choices to be made.

2.4 Implement Over-height vehicle detection on Bob Dunn Way and Crossways 
Boulevard

The detailed design of the warning system is underway and should be 
complete by the end of December.  The system should be installed in the 
New Year and will provide early warning to drivers so that they use the 
correct route.

2.5 Review traffic Signal timings and lane markings at Junctions M25 1b and 2

Timing reviews are expected to be completed by no later than January 2017. 
HE are applying for funding that enables a more substantial re-
furbishment/improvement of J2 which would go significantly further than the 
scope of the existing lane-marking improvement

2.6 Initiatives to improve enforcement of over height restrictions at the tunnel 

The HE are developing a technological solution to detect over-dimension 
vehicles to replace the spotters that are currently used. The system will 
detect Over-Wide, Over-Long and Over-high vehicles approaching the 
northbound tunnel to better ensure over-dimension vehicles do not enter the 
incorrect tunnel. This system is programmed to be operational in 2017/18.

          
Future Meeting if applicable:

Contact Officers: Andrew Westwood – Traffic Manager (03000 411675)

Reporting to: Tim Read, Head of Transportation (03000 411662)
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PROPOSED WAITING RESTRICTIONS – BRUNEL WAY, DARTFORD

To: Dartford Joint Transportation Board

By: Tim Read, Head of Transportation

Classification: Unrestricted

Electoral division: Dartford North East

Date: 27 October 2016

Summary: This report gives details of the proposed waiting restrictions 
requested by Prologis UK Limited to facilitate goods vehicle 
access to sites off Brunel Way, Dartford.  This report seeks 
recommendation to proceed to make the traffic regulation 
order with minor amendments following public consultation 
already completed.

For Decision

1.0 Introduction and background

1.1 Kent County Council received an application from Prologis UK Limited for a 
traffic regulation order to restrict waiting on the eastern section of Brunel Way.  
Prologis acts as the lead developer for The Bridge site in Dartford and is 
acting in response to persistent problems with inconsiderate parking on Brunel 
Way preventing goods vehicles from entering and leaving the One Hundred 
House site.

1.2 In discussions with Prologis and the traffic engineer from Schemes Planning 
and Delivery team, it was agreed that it would be appropriate to prohibit 
waiting at all times on both sides of Brunel Way from the roundabout junction 
with Marsh Street North in a westerly direction to a point 16 metres east of the 
centreline of its junction with Vickers Lane.  This length extended slightly 
beyond the entrance to the One Hundred House site for two reasons: Firstly to 
protect visibility to the left for drivers turning out of the site.  Secondly, to 
protect access and visibility for bridleway users who also have a crossing point 
immediately to the west of the entrance.  Given the high demand for parking in 
the area, it was considered likely that drivers will park from immediately before 
the start of the double yellow lines and compromise visibility and safety.  The 
extent of the proposed new waiting restrictions as advertised is shown on the 
drawing in Appendix 1.

1.3 Waiting is already prohibited on the full length of Brunel Way between 6pm 
and 6am on all days.  This restriction was implemented in the early stages of 
the development when there were concerns about preventing overnight lorry 
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parking.  As part of this scheme, no changes will be made to this for the 
remaining section of Brunel Way, i.e. single yellow lines will remain except for 
the section to be replaced by double yellow lines.

2.0 Consultation

2.1 The County Council advertised its intention to implement the additional waiting 
restrictions as The Kent County Council (Various Roads, Dartford) (Prohibition 
of Waiting) Consolidation (Amendment 24) Order 2015:

2.2.1 By placing a highway notice in the Dartford Messenger on 23/10/2015;

2.2.2 By placing notices on site;

2.2.3 By consulting with Kent Police, South East Coast Ambulance Service, 
Kent Fire and Rescue Service, Road Haulage Association and Freight 
Transport Association;

2.2.4 By consulting with local County Council members and Dartford Borough 
Council ward members;

2.2.4 By consulting with residents.

2.3 By the closing date for consultation on 16 November 2015, the County Council 
had received objections from five local residents.  A summary of these 
comments and a technical response is included in Appendix 2.

3.0 Discussion and member comments

3.1 Following the end of the consultation period, the County Council member – Mr 
Tom Maddison – was asked for recommendations on whether to proceed.  Mr 
Maddison accepted an offer from Prologis to attend a site meeting to discuss 
the issues and this took place on 19 December 2015.

3.2 Mr Maddison offered support in principle for full time restrictions to allow the 
passage of goods vehicles to and from the One Hundred House site but 
requested that any scope to shorten the length of restrictions to allow some 
on-street parking be investigated.

3.3 Traffic engineers have investigated options to create parking bays east of the 
entrance but analysis of vehicle swept paths has demonstrated that these 
would still obstruct passage for larger vehicles.

3.4 Traffic engineers have reassessed the western extent of the double yellow 
lines.  Given the raised table in the carriageway at this point, it can be 
assumed that traffic speeds will be around 20 miles per hour or lower on the 
approach to this.  The stopping sight distance is taken to be 25 metres at 20 
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miles per hour1.  It is therefore recommended that the waiting restrictions could 
be shortened on Brunel Way to a point 23 metres east of the centreline of its 
junction with Vickers Lane.  ProLogis UK Limited has accepted this 
amendment.

3.5 The consultation has not identified any safety or operational issues that 
officers consider significant or requiring further modification to the scheme.

3.6 No personal injury crashes have been recorded for Brunel Way in the three 
years to 31/12/2015.

4.0 Recommendation(s)

4.1 It is recommended that waiting is prohibited at all times for the reduced length 
of Brunel Way as show in Appendix 2, specifically;

“on both sides of Brunel Way from the roundabout junction with Marsh Street 
North in a westerly direction to a point 23 metres east of the centreline of its 
junction with Vickers Lane.”

Contact Officer: Paul Brand, Traffic Engineer, Kent County Council   03000 
418181

Reporting to: Tim Read, Head of Transportation, Kent County Council 03000 
418181

Appendices

Appendix 1 – Scheme plan as advertised in October 2015.
Appendix 2 – Scheme plan recommended for implementation.
Appendix 3 – Comments from consultees.

Background Papers

None

1 Department for Transport (2007) Manual for Streets.
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Appendix 1 - Scheme plan as advertised in October 2015.
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Appendix 2 - Scheme plan recommended for implementation.
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Appendix 3 – Comments from consultees

Consultee Summary of consultees’ comments Traffic engineer response
1 Resident [We] recently brought [property name redacted] 

Vickers lane; we brought the apartment with no 
parking space but was reassured that with my valid 
blue badge could park along Brunel way. I have a 
blue badge due to my lifelong heart defect; which 
consequently led to a stroke, restricting my mobility 
further.

As you can imagine, I'm highly concerned about 
your proposal; as it will restrict me a lot when it 
comes to parking conveniently near our new home. 
Despite several pleas to Kcc and Kent highways 
they're no disabled spaces on the bridge 
development and none on Brunel way! I await 
enthusiastically to an answer to my simple question. 
What are all the disabled residents supposed to do?

Kent County Council can only comment on the publically 
maintainable highway and its priority is the safe passage of all road 
users along this (Brunel Way is the only road in this area which is 
currently adopted by the County Council).  The County Council does 
not have a duty to provide for private parking along the highway – 
the only right that exists over the highway is the right of the public to 
pass and repass.  It is not appropriate to comment on the private 
roads or parking allocation within the development but this might be 
something that the developers and management company could 
consider.

As Brunel Way is public highway, it is not within the powers of the 
developer to give extra concessions over its use.  As a blue badge 
holder, the resident would be able to park on double yellow lines (or 
the existing single yellow lines from 6pm to 6am) for up to three 
hours as long as their vehicle was not otherwise obstructing traffic 
as would any other blue badge holder.

Dartford Borough Council has powers to create on-street disabled 
person’s parking bays.  This would only be possible where there is 
space on the carriageway to do so without obstructing traffic.  The 
resident has been passed details of how to apply for a disabled 
persons parking bay.
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Consultee Summary of consultees’ comments Traffic engineer response
2 Resident The double yellow lines near the roundabout seems 

a good idea from Marsh Street to a point 16 metres 
east of the centre line of its junction with Vickers 
Lane, as this appears to be a necessity due to the 
inconsiderate parking causing a bottleneck with 
access only in and out of Brunel Way being single 
file in either direction compounded by the SEM 
factory entrance and Vickers Lane junction, but 
where are all these vehicles going to be parked? 
One possibility might be behind the Nucleus 
building where a car park could be built, or if this is 
a watercourse, how has this parking issue arisen in 
the first place. 

I have noticed that The Bridge School has had to 
build a second car park over the last three months 
which confirms some of the parking issues.

There are also insufficient 'A' Fastrack buses 
coming back from Dartford train station to The 
Bridge development, which is why people living on 
Brunel Way need to be able to park their vehicles.

These are all planning issues and do not relate to the movement of 
traffic on the public highway.
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Consultee Summary of consultees’ comments Traffic engineer response
During the construction of the sme factory the 
contractors vehicles did not impede the traffic flow 
to any greater extent than today,their being more 
activity then .The balanced mix of residential and 
commercial property seems to be tipping towards  
an industrial estate with a blanket approach to use a 
sledge hammer to crack a parking issue that has 
been present  from original planning consultations. 
Please […] prevent the bridge development turning 
into an industrial estate by greater  consultation with 
all road users as the average 32 vehicles may start 
parking on any grass  verge in sight or footpaths.

The current proposed waiting restrictions are to enable the turning 
in and out of large goods vehicles to the SEM site, which was not 
operational during the time mentioned.

The planning issues raised here are not within the highway 
authority’s remit to comment on.

3 Resident We wish to appeal against parking restrictions on 
Brunel Way. This is because we have 2 cars which 
we need for work purposes but have only been 
allocated 1 space.  We need both our cars for work 
and therefore would not function without the second 
car. 

We therefore would strongly appeal against 
restrictions.

The extent of the waiting restrictions proposed is the minimum 
necessary for the safe passage of large goods vehicles to and from 
the SEM site.  This length of Brunel Way should not have been 
considered as an appropriate parking place given the proximity of 
junctions and merging traffic flows.

4 Resident Whilst I can understand the need to introduce the 
double yellow lines outside the SEM development 
to allow Lorries access, the fact is clear that there 
are many cars parked there during the daytime due 
to there being inadequate parking facility provided 
by the Nucleus, and it is the overflow of these cars 
that generally are the cause of obstruction.
By implementing double yellow lines there will only 
push these cars to park further along Brunel Way or 

The planning issues and issues with the management of private 
roads raised here are not within the highway authority’s remit to 
comment on.
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Consultee Summary of consultees’ comments Traffic engineer response
inside the development, meaning residents or their 
visitors will be unable to park.
 
[…]

These internal roads are already at breaking point 
with an excess of vehicles parked outside of 
marked parking bays, generally parking wherever 
they can, restricting the width of roads, parking on 
corners, blocking pavements and obstructing 
residents being able to enter and leave their 
legitimate parking bays.
By forcing another 30-40 vehicles onto these roads 
at night will have serious safety implications.  I 
doubt whether a fire engine or Ambulance could 
access some areas, which causes the fire plan in 
the planning application to fail.
 
These areas are currently not controlled by any 
enforced parking restrictions and even if they were, 
the tickets generally get ignored as I have heard 
people brag to ignore them as they private tickets 
and view them as unenforceable unlike council 
tickets.
 
My wife is due to give birth in a few months’ time 
and it does worry me that I will find my car blocked 
in my parking bay when we need to get to the 
hospital, as I have done on quite a few occasions 
previously.
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Consultee Summary of consultees’ comments Traffic engineer response
By forcing cars off Brunel Way and into the 
development at night it will make this already bad 
situation a whole lot worse.
 
I think that cars should be allowed to park on Brunel 
Way overnight under the same restrictions as the 
daytime, but that in the daytime a resident’s permit 
scheme should apply to control the excess cars 
from the Nucleus, so as not affect the residents.
 
There is already a big parking problem on the 
Bridge, which is only going to get worse in time; the 
council has a duty to work with the developers to 
help improve the situation.

5 Resident I would like to object to the planned introduction of 
double yellow lines on Brunel Way at the Bridge 
development Dartford.

As I resident of Brunel way I can understand why 
the introduction of double yellow lines is suggested 
as there are major issues at the start of the road 
due to overflow parking from the Nucleus building.
But the double yellow lines are not a solution.

By applying the double yellow lines this will only 
push the parking further up to the residential area, 
causing further congestion to residents.

Residents of phase 2 (Brunel way) have only 1 
allocated parking space and NO official allocated 
visitor parking. So we use Brunel way between the 

The planning issues and issues with the management of private 
roads raised here are not within the highway authority’s remit to 
comment on.
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Consultee Summary of consultees’ comments Traffic engineer response
hours of 6am & 6pm for any visitors to our houses 
or for loading & unloading of deliveries/shopping 

The main issue is with the Nucleus who are 
allowing its occupiers to travel to work by car. If you 
were to assess the cars parked on Brunel way 
during the day you will see that the majority have a 
Nucleus parking permit which the car owners think 
allows them to park on Brunel Way thus taking up 
spaces for residents to have any items delivered  or 
any visitors.

I see a valid solution in making the Nucleus more 
accountable for the travel arrangements of its 
employees and a noted restriction in the amount of 
parking permits they can issue. I currently am not 
able to find a valid travel plan for this employer 
which I understand under the restrictions of the 
development they are required to produce. The 
amount of parking from this building is currently  not 
in keeping with the developments 'green' ethics and 
also unfairly biased to this employer and not 
towards residents.

I would like to see that KCC implement a residents 
parking only permit system for Brunel way between 
the hours of 6am & 6pm keeping the no parking at 
any time overnight which currently has the desired 
effect stopping over night parking by HGV's.





To:             Dartford Joint Transportation Board 

By:             KCC Highways, Transportation and Waste

Date: 6th September 2016

Subject:  Highway Works Programme 2016/17 

Classification: Information Only 

Summary: This report updates Members on the identified schemes approved for 
construction in 2016/17 

1. Introduction 

This report provides an update and summarises schemes that have been programmed 
for delivery in 2016/17 

Footway and Carriageway Improvement Schemes – see Appendix A

Drainage Repairs & Improvements – see Appendix B

Street Lighting – see Appendix C

Transportation and Safety Schemes – see Appendix D

 Local Growth Fund 

Developer Funded Works – see Appendix E

Bridge Works – see Appendix F

Traffic Systems – see Appendix G

Conclusion 

1. This report is for Members information.



Contact Officers:

The following contact officers can be contacted on 03000 418181
 
Carol Valentine West Kent Highway Manager
Denise Sutton Dartford District Manager
Alan Casson                   Resurfacing Manager
Katie Moreton Drainage Manager & Interim Structures Manager
Sue Kinsella Street Lighting Manager
Toby Butler Intelligent Transport Systems Manager
Melvyn Twycross                      PROW
Jamie Hare Developer Funded Work
Jamie Watson Transportation and Safety Schemes
Jamie Watson Combined Member Fund



Appendix A – Footway and Carriageway Improvement Schemes

The delivery of these schemes is weather dependent; should it prove not possible to carry out these 
works on the planned dates, new dates will be arranged and the residents will be informed by a 
letter drop to their homes.

Machine Resurfacing – Contact Officer Mr Byron Lovell

Road Name Parish Extent of Works Current Status

A296/Watling Street Stone

From junction with Gore Road 
up to and including the 
roundabout at the junction 
with Darenth Wood Road

Completed

Footway Improvement - Contact Officer Mr Neil Tree

Road Name Parish Extent and Description of 
Works

Current Status

Leyton Cross Road Wilmington

From its junction with Oakfield 
Lane to its junction with Tile 

Kiln Lane.
(Footway protection 

treatment)

Deferred until 2017/18 
due to utility company 
works planned on the 

footway.

Station Road Longfield and New 
Barn

From the junction with Main 
Road to its junction with 

Hartley Road.
(Footway protection 

treatment)

Completed

Surface Treatments – Contact Officer Mr Clive Lambourne

Chastilian Road Dartford Micro Surfacing 
Heather Drive to Station Road Completed

High Street Swanscombe And 
Greenhithe

Micro Surfacing 
Eagles Road to A226 Completed

Oakfield Lane Dartford
Micro Surfacing 

Leyton Cross Road to 
Pinewood Place

Completed

Princes Road Dartford
Micro Surfacing 

Shepherds Lane to Dartford 
Road

Completed



Shellbank Lane Bean Surface Dressing
High Street to B260 Completed

Appendix B – Drainage

Drainage Works – Contact Officer Katie Moreton

Road Name Parish Description of Works Current Status

No Drainage works planned over £5000

Appendix C – Street Lighting
 
Structural testing of KCC owned street lights has identified the following as requiring replacement 
this financial year. A status of complete identifies that the column replacement has been carried out. 
Programme dates are identified for those still requiring replacement.   

Street Lighting Column Replacement – Contact Officer Sue Kinsella

Road Name Parish Description of Works Status

Instone Road Dartford
Replacement of 2 no street lights 

complete with LED Lanterns

Works 
programmed 

for 
completion 

by 
December 

2016

Hawley Road Sutton Replacement of 1 no street lights 
complete with LED Lanterns

Works 
programmed 

for 
completion 

by 
December 

2016

Home Gardens Dartford Replacement of 6 no street lights 
complete with LED Lanterns

Works 
programmed 



for 
completion 

by 
December 

2016

Lowfield Street Dartford Replacement of 2 no street lights 
complete with LED Lantern.

1 to be 
completed 

by 
December 

2016

Craylands Lane Swanscombe 
& Greenhithe

Replacement of 3 no street lights 
complete with LED lantern Completed

Stock Lane Wilmington Replacement of 1 no street lights 
complete with LED lantern Completed

Ashen Drive Dartford Replacement of 1 no street lights 
complete with LED lantern Completed

Bondfield Walk Dartford Replacement of 1 no street lights 
complete with LED lantern

Completed

Bow Arrow Lane Dartford Replacement of 1 no street lights 
complete with LED lantern

Completed

Burnham Road Dartford Replacement of 2 no street lights 
complete with LED lantern

Completed

Blackmans Close Dartford Replacement of 1 no street lights 
complete with LED lantern

Completed

Colney Road Dartford Replacement of 1 no street lights 
complete with LED lantern

Completed

Denver Road Dartford Replacement of 2 no street lights 
complete with LED lantern

Completed

Dartford Road Dartford Replacement of 7 no street lights 
complete with LED lantern

4 to be 
completed 

by 
December 

2016

Great Queen Street Dartford Replacement of 1 no street lights 
complete with LED lantern

Completed

Heathclose Avenue Dartford Replacement of 1 no street lights 
complete with LED lantern

Completed

Heathview Crescent Dartford Replacement of 2 no street lights 
complete with LED lantern

Completed

Knights Manor Way Dartford Replacement of 1 no street lights 
complete with LED lantern

Works 
programmed 

for 



completion 
by end of 
December

Knole Road Dartford Replacement of 3 no street lights 
complete with LED lantern

Completed

Little Queen Street Dartford Replacement of 1 no street lights 
complete with LED lantern

Road 
closure 

required to 
complete.

Marcus Road Dartford Replacement of 1 no street lights 
complete with LED lantern

Completed

Milestone Road Stone Replacement of 1 no street lights 
complete with LED lantern

Completed

Orchard Avenue Dartford Replacement of 2 no street lights 
complete with LED lantern

Completed

Princes Road Dartford Replacement of 1 no street lights 
complete with LED lantern

Completed

Seaton Road Dartford Replacement of 2 no street lights 
complete with LED lantern

Completed

St Martins Road Dartford Replacement of 1 no street lights 
complete with LED lantern

Completed

St Saviours Walk Dartford Replacement of 2 no street lights 
complete with LED lantern

Completed

Shepherds Lane Dartford Replacement of 4 no street lights 
complete with LED lantern

1 to be 
completed 

by 
December 

2016

Waldeck Road Dartford Replacement of 1 no street lights 
complete with LED lantern

Completed

Wentworth Drive Dartford Replacement of 1 no street lights 
complete with LED lantern

Completed

Outstanding column 
stumps

London Road, Stone ALHP021 Replacement of 1 no street lights Works 
programmed 

for 
completion 
by end of 
December

London Road, Stone ALHP026 Replacement of 1 no street lights Works 
programmed 

for 
completion 



by end of 
December

London Road, Stone ALHP037 Replacement of 1 no street lights Completed
London Road, Stone ALHP053 Replacement of 1 no street lights Completed
Crossways Boulevard ACPU042 Replacement of 1 no street lights Completed
Instone Road AIAV004 Replacement of 1 no street lights New column 

installed in 
new position 
but awaiting 
connection

Instone Road AIAV006 Replacement of 1 no street lights New column 
installed in 

new position 
but awaiting 
connection

Instone Road AIAV009 Replacement of 1 no street lights Works 
programmed 

for 
completion 
by end of 
December

University Way AUBE001 Replacement of 1 no street lights Works 
programmed 

for 
completion 
by end of 
December

Shepherds Lane ASPH037 Replacement of 1 no street lights Works 
programmed 

for 
completion 
by end of 
December

Shepherds Lane ASPH007 Replacement of 1 no street lights Works 
programmed 

for 
completion 
by end of 
December

St Saviours Walk ASJY001 Replacement of 1 no street lights Completed
Hasted Close AHKV005 Replacement of 1 no street lights Completed
Mount Pleasant Road AMFI505 Replacement of 1 no street lights Completed
Carlisle Road ACBR001 Replacement of 1 no street lights Completed
Chaucer Way ACFF005 Replacement of 1 no street lights Works 

programmed 
for 

completion 
by end of 
December

Crayford Road ACPB002 Replacement of 1 no street lights Completed
Galley Hill Road AGGA028 Replacement of 1 no street lights Works 

programmed 
for 



completion 
by end of 
December

Appendix D – Local Transport Plan funded (named schemes) and externally funded 
schemes

Local Growth Fund

Local Growth Fund programme update for the Dartford Borough.

The Department for Transport (DfT) added £100m to the Local Growth Fund (LGF) pot in order to 
fund Local Sustainable Transport Fund Style schemes.  KCC subsequently submitted four Local 
Sustainable Transport Fund (LSTF) capital bids 1) East Kent – A network for Growth, 2) Kent 
Thameside – Integrated door-to-door journeys and 3) West Kent – Tackling Congestion.  The fourth 
was for Tonbridge Town Centre Regeneration, which included a highway improvements scheme in 
the Lower High Street as well as additional LSTF style measures.  The objective of all of the capital 
bids is to boost economic growth by decreasing carbon emissions and reducing congestion.

The Kent Thameside, West Kent and Tonbridge Town Centre Regeneration bids were all 
successful. The schemes aim to:

 improve access to employment and services
 reduce the need to travel by the private car
 enhance pedestrian, cycle and public transport facilities
 improve sustainable transport connections

The following schemes have been submitted as part of the successful Kent Thameside LSTF this 
financial year.

Local Growth Fund (Transport Innovations)

Scheme Name Description of Works Current Status

Bob Dunn Way 
cycle route 

improvements

New cycle route between Thames Way and 
Joyce Green Lane roundabout.

Due to the increase in costs for 
the cycle route, the scheme will 
be scaled back to deliver:

New Toucan Crossing at the 
northern end of Burnham Road 

Implementing dropped kerbs at 
access roads along Bob Dunn 
Way and cutting back of 
vegetation to facilitate better 
informal use of Bob Dunn Way 
by pedestrians and cyclists



Cycle parking 
improvements 

throughout 
Dartford 
Borough

Cycle parking at Stations & Town Centres 
(Dartford & Greenhithe)

The mini hubs are now complete 
and available for public use.

Dartford 
Pedestrian 
Information 

Displays

Series of pedestrian signage to encourage 
more walking

Phase 1 - complete

Phase 2 – scheme is being 
expanded to include locations 
outside of the town centre, 
locations are currently being 
identified.

Princes Road 
Cycle Route

Installation of new shared use cycle route 
on Princes Road (this scheme was 

previously reported to the JTB on 3rd 
December 2013).  Delivery to be jointly 

funded by S106 and LGF.

Design and build commission 
has been raised with KCC’s 
consultants.  Detailed design is 
now under way with a view to 
carry out consultation with 
affected properties and 
stakeholders in the Autumn.

Appendix E – Developer Funded Works

Developer Funded Works (Section 278 Agreement Works) – Contact Officer Dave Miles 
(unless shown otherwise)

Scheme Name MasterGov 
File Ref No

Parish Description of Works Current Status

Former GSK Site 
– Junction A DA087 Dartford

Provision of new 
access on north side of 
existing Mill Pond Road 
Roundabout to facilitate 

development. 
Associated 

improvements to 
existing roundabout.

Substantially complete. 
Interim First Cert. 

issued. Awaiting street 
lighting certification.

Southfleet Road, 
Swanscombe DA2102 S & G

Minor carriageway 
widening and provision 
of footpath and street 

lighting to 
accommodate new 

Substantially complete. 
Awaiting street lighting 

remedials.



access to Eastern 
Quarry development.

London 
Road/Manorway 

Junction
DA2119 S & G

Alterations to existing 
junction to 

accommodate traffic 
signals

Substantially complete 
awaiting street lighting 

certification and 
completion of remedial 

work. 

St Clements 
Way DA2131 Stone

Installation of signalised 
junction to serve new 
housing development

First Cert. issued. 
Awaiting street lighting 
certification and as built 

information

Halcrow Avenue 
Phase 1 (The 

Bridge)
DA2132 Dartford

Alterations to existing 
highway to 

accommodate 
residential development

First certificate issued. 
Awaiting completion of 

remedial works. 
(Natalie Peach)

Marsh Street 
North (The 

Bridge)
DA3022 Dartford

Construction of access 
to Primary School car 

park
On Maintenance

Hedge Place 
Road DA3026 Stone

New footway with 
vehicle crossings, 
street light column 

relocations, new gullies 
and a soakaway. Works 
required ahead of S.38 

agreement

Technical Approval has 
been granted. Fees 

and letter of agreement 
returned. Approved 

contractor appointed. 
Waiting for pre-start 
meeting to be held 

ahead of works 
commencing

Former GSK Site 
- Junction D DA3028 Dartford

Construction of new 
roundabout at Temple 
Hill and installation of  

associated traffic 
signals 

Substantially complete. 
Interim First Cert. 

issued. Awaiting street 
lighting certification etc. 

Southfleet Road 
(Former N.Grid 

site)
DA3029 S & G

Provision of accesses 
to serve proposed 

residential development

Works in progress 
(Jamie Hare)

Priory Road 
(North) DA3030 Dartford

Provision of bell mouth 
access for Weston 

Homes housing 
development.

Substantially complete. 
Remedial work 
required once 

construction access no 
longer required.

Darenth 
Road/Powdermill 

Lane
DA3032 Darenth

Improvement to 
existing junction, 

construction of new 
footway as part of 

adjacent residential 
development.

Agreement signed. 
Works in progress. 

(Natalie Peach)

Priory Road 
(North) Lawson 

DA3036 Dartford Formation of bell mouth 
access in Priory Road 

Substantially complete. 
Awaiting programme 



Road & Eleanor 
Close

and associated works 
in existing highway as 

part of residential 
development by 
Bellway Homes.

for completion of 
remedial works.

Central Road – 
Junctions E & F DA3037 Dartford

Formation of bell mouth 
accesses for residential 
development by Ward 

Homes.

Substantially complete.

Halcrow Avenue 
Phase 2 (The 

Bridge)
DA3039 Dartford

Formation of bell mouth 
accesses for Phase 2 

of residential 
development.

On Maintenance 
(Natalie Peach)

Darenth Road 
(South) Old Mill 

Site
DA3040 Darenth

Improvements to 
existing bell mouth 

access to serve 
residential development

On Maintenance. 
Awaiting as built plan 

and H & S file.

Hayes Road 
(Stone St. Marys 

School)
DA3043 Stone Provision of parking 

bays and drop off point. On Maintenance

Brunel Way (Plot 
13 The Bridge) DA3044 Dartford

Construction of new 
access and alterations 

to existing.

Maintenance period 
expired (developer 

chased)

Former GSK Site 
– Junction B DA3050 Dartford

New signalised cross 
road junction in Central 

Road.
In progress

Instone Road DA3051 Dartford

Alterations to existing 
highway to provide 

access to proposed Lidl 
store. 

Technical submission 
awaited (Jamie Hare)

Former GSK Site 
– Junction C DA3052 Dartford

Provision of traffic 
signals to existing Mill 

Pond Road, Overy 
Street & Central Road 

junction

. Substantially 
complete. Awaiting 

remedial work

Joyce Green 
Lane (west) DA3061 Dartford

Alteration to existing 
highway to serve 

residential development 
on former GSK car 

park.

In progress (Natalie 
Peach)

Central Road DA3070 Dartford

Alteration to existing 
highway in conjunction 

with residential 
development by 
Bellway Homes.

Technical audit in 
progress.



Halcrow Avenue 
Phase 3 (The 

Bridge)
DA3081 Dartford

Provision of new 
footway and alteration 
to existing carriageway 

for Phase 3 of 
residential 

development.

In progress (Natalie 
Peach)

Appendix F – Bridge Works

Bridge Works – Contact Officer Katie Moreton

Road Name Parish Description of Works Current Status

No works planned

Appendix G – Traffic Systems

There is a programme of scheduled maintenance to refurbish life expired traffic signal equipment across 
the county based upon age and fault history. The delivery of these schemes is dependent upon school 
terms and holiday periods; local residents, businesses and schools will be informed verbally and by a letter 
drop of the exact dates when known. 

Traffic Systems - Contact Officer: Toby Butler
 

Location Description of Works Current Status

No traffic signal refurbishment work being 
carried out this year  



1.1 Legal Implications

1.1.1 Not applicable.

1.2 Financial and Value for Money Considerations

1.2.1 Not applicable.

1.3 Risk Assessment

1.3.1 Not applicable.

Contacts: Carol Valentine / Denise Sutton 03000 418181
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KENT COUNTY COUNCIL

ENVIRONMENT & TRANSPORT CABINET COMMITTEE

MINUTES of a meeting of the Environment & Transport Cabinet Committee held in 
the Darent Room, Sessions House, County Hall, Maidstone on Wednesday, 7 
September 2016.

PRESENT: Mrs P A V Stockell (Chairman), Mr C R Pearman (Vice-Chairman), 
Mr M Baldock, Mr A H T Bowles, Mr C W Caller, Mr I S Chittenden, Dr M R Eddy, 
Mr P J Homewood, Mr C Simkins, Mr A Terry (Substitute for Mr B E MacDowall), 
Mrs C J Waters, Mr J N Wedgbury (Substitute for Mr J M Ozog), Mr M E Whybrow 
and Mr M A Wickham

ALSO PRESENT: Mr P M Hill, OBE and Mr M A C Balfour

IN ATTENDANCE: Mr R Wilkin (Director of Highways, Transformation and Waste), 
Mrs K Stewart (Director of Environment Planning and Enforcement), Ms A Agyepong 
(Corporate Lead - Equalities and Diversity), Mr R Fitzgerald (Performance Manager), 
Ms S Holt (Head of Culture & Sport Group), M D Beaver (Head of Network 
Management and Performance), Mr J Farmer (Projects Manager - Major Projects), 
Mr P Lightowler (Head of Public Transport), Mrs C Valentine (Highway Manager), 
Ms K Pettitt (Principal Transport Planner - Strategy) and Ms C A Singh (Democratic 
Services Officer)

UNRESTRICTED ITEMS

198. Apologies and Substitutes 
(Item A2)

Apologies were received from Mr MacDowall substituted by Mr Terry and Mr Ozog 
substituted by Mr Wedgbury. 

199. Declarations of Interest by Members in items on the Agenda 
(Item A3)

Mr Wedgbury made a declaration regarding Item C3 as this was an area within his 
electoral division and he had participated in the negation.

200. Minutes of the meeting held on 8 July 2016 
(Item A4)

RESOLVED that the Minutes of the meeting held on 8 May were correctly recorded 
and that they be signed by the Chairman subject to the word county being altered to 
read “country” in Minute 187 (3) bullet point five and paragraph 188 (3) £475 being 
altered to read “£475m”.

201. Verbal updates 
(Item A5)
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1. The Cabinet Member for Community Services, Mr Hill, introduced his verbal 
update advising on three issues:

Emergency Planning
Mr Hill explained the role of the multi-agency response to the 12-hour delays at the 
Port of Dover on 23 and 24 July 2012 that had been declared a major emergency by 
Kent Police. The delays were due to heightened security checks at the French 
borders. KCC had led the delivery of humanitarian welfare to those affected by the 
delays and issued bottles of water to stranded motorists.  The Corporate 
Management Team would consider lessons learnt from this incident at its next 
meeting.

Mr Balfour further explained that the UK government had held discussions with the 
French government who advised that their borders would be properly manned.  He 
said he did not have information about the number of French Border Police/workers 
on duty but he considered that there were not enough.  The UK Border Agency had 
offered support to deal with the backlog. 

Exercise Surge 27 – 29 September
The Exercise Surge was part of the annual Kent Resilience Forum’s programme of 
activities and its aim was to validate key elements of the Kent Resilience Forums 
plans, processes and training. The exercise would be led by the Kent Resilience 
Team and would include the following:

Kent Police
Met Office
Kent Fire and Rescue Service
Southeast Coast Ambulance Service
Maritime and Coastguard Agency
National Health Service
Kent County Council
Environment Agency
Borough and district councils
Medway Council
Dungeness (EDF) Nuclear Power Station
Ministry of Defence (local military assets)
Kent Voluntary Sector Emergency Group Members
Utility Providers

Mr Hill said a report on the event would be submitted to a future meeting of this 
Cabinet Committee.        

Volunteer Support Wardens (VSW) 

This Cabinet Committee had received a report in March 2016, on the transformation 
of the Community Warden Service including the possibility of using volunteers within 
the service.  A small number of towns and parishes (Swanscombe & Greenhithe, 
Lower Halstow, Great Chart with Singleton, Tenterden, Bridge, and Kingsnorth) had 
taken part in a pilot scheme to test how volunteers might work alongside Community 
Wardens.  Data had been collected from the towns and parishes, the Community 
Warden Service and the VSW’s to establish the benefits of the scheme and how it 
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might be improved. A formal review of the pilot was taking place in September 2016 
and a report would be submitted to this Cabinet Committee in November.

2. Mr Balfour gave his verbal update on the following:

Kent Mineral and Waste
The Minerals and Waste Plan had been agreed at the County Council meeting in 
July.  There have been no legal challenges.  Mr Balfour thanked the Head of the 
Planning Applications Group, Mrs Sharon Thompson, her team and the cross party 
Member Group for all their hard work.  Members noted that this Cabinet Committee 
would receive a further report to a future meeting. 

Pothole Blitz
Mr Balfour said that this year KCC had invested a further £3 million undertaking a 
Pothole Blitz Find and Fix campaign. £1.4m came from a Government grant and the 
remainder from KCC. Contracts for the work were procured by Commercial Services 
Kent Ltd and the work was carried out by 6 local contractors with each contractor 
working in 2 district council areas. Since 1 June 2016, KCC had spent approximately 
£1.1m and had carried out repairs to 947 potholes and to 32,193 square metres of 
roads with multiple and larger potholes.  He said the scheme would continue until 
early Autumn.  Mr Balfour reminded Members that potholes should be reported via 
the KCC website and that the website also gave details about repairs completed at 
district level.

Kent and Medway Smart Card
On 26th September the Connected Kent and Medway Smartcard KCC would be 
launched for a trial period in West Kent.  Bus passengers would be able to purchase 
a Pay-As-You-Go card by visiting the Connected Kent website or local libraries and 
the card could be used on services provided by ASD, Autocar, Chalkwell, County 
Connect, Farleigh, Go-Coach and, Nu-Venture but it was anticipated that this list 
would expand once the card became more widely used. Agreement by Arriva was 
awaited.  Funds could be added to the card either by paying the bus driver or via an 
auto-top up where credit for a pre-determined value was automatically added once 
the balance fell below £8. Members noted that if they required further information on 
the project, the KCC contact name was Annette Bonner.  

A299 Thanet Way
An investigation was due to be undertaken on the ground movement in the A299 
Thanet Way.  As a result a 50-mile per hour speed limit would be implemented during 
this time.  Remedial works would follow to address the findings.

Mr Balfour and Mr Wilkin responded to questions by Members as follows:

(a)Mr Balfour said he had not seen the Swale Area Report that referred to 
defects in Swale highways so could not comment.

(b)Mr Wilkins commented on the shape of the repairs to potholes explaining that 
manual cutting had to be square which could lead to problems with the 
corners of the repairs of the potholes but the feedback from local councils was 
that the quality of the repairs had been high.

(c)Mr Balfour read out the substantive Motion 24 carried at the County Council 
meeting on 16 July 2016 that set out the County Council’s position regarding 
Manston and assured Members that there had been no change. He said that 

https://democracy.kent.gov.uk/ieListDocuments.aspx?CId=113&MId=5816&Ver=4
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officers would prepare a response to a planning application as part of the 
usual process.  Members of the County Council would receive a copy of the 
response.  .

(d)Mr Wilkin said that 50 mile per hour speed limit would be implemented on 
parts of the Thanet Way because of problems with the road surface, known 
as undulations, caused by alternating very wet and very dry weather.

(e)Thanks were received for the work carried out at Station Road and Court 
Road, Deal and roads in Maidstone 

(f) In response to traffic delays in Dover this morning,  Mr Balfour said delays to 
traffic in Dover earlier in the morning had been caused by cows on the grass 
on the A20 towards Dover. Kent Police had been called and they led the cows 
off the dual carriage way.

3. RESOLVED that:

(a) the information in the verbal updates and the responses to  questions by 
Members be noted;

 
(b) reports on Kent Minerals and Waste; and Volunteer Support Wardens be 

submitted to  future meetings of this Cabinet Committee; and

(c) Members receive a copy of the response to a planning application at 
Manston. 

202. Performance Dashboard 
(Item B1)

1. The Business Intelligence Manager - Performance, Mr Fitzgerald, introduced a 
report setting out the progress made against targets set for Key Performance 
Indicators. This was the second report for the 2016/17 financial year with results up 
to the end of June 2016.    He said the report provided an insight into the variances. 
Performance was good with most targets being achieved. Significant variances from 
target included street lighting, both for LED rollout and maintenance although 
performance for maintenance had improved since the last report. Country Parks also 
had a variance for income generated because of a particularly cold and wet June.

2. Mr Fitzgerald and Mr Wilkin responded to questions by Members as follows:
 Mr Wilkin said delays in the LED conversions were caused by supply 

problems.  A batch of units had to be returned to the manufacturer as they 
had been delivered in test mode.  The contractor had been running with 10 
crews but had increased the crews to 18 to catch up against the programme 
for roll out.  He undertook to provide advice on the position in Gravesham 
within the schedule outside the meeting.

 Mr Balfour said that there was not enough resource to count the number of 
people who visited the country parks.  He suggested that as the country 
parks had undergone a major transformation they should be given the time 
to settle down.  He asked Members to contact officers with any concerns 
regarding individual country parks.

 Mr Balfour agreed to forward the definition of “Priority faults” referred to in 
the PROW performance indicator to the Members of this Cabinet 
Committee.  
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 Officers and the contractor were praised for the roll out of the LED street 
lighting conversion.

 Mr Wilkin explained that there were two issues regarding the Central 
Management system for the LED street lighting.  There had been glitches in 
the system but there was confidence that they could be resolved. Once 
those glitches were remedied the dimming facility for the LED lighting would 
be available.  Members were reminded that the dimming of the LED street 
lighting could be achieved on a street by street basis when the Central 
Management system was fully operational.  Mr Wilkins considered that this 
facility would be available by the winter.  Mr Balfour said that requests by 
residents for LED street lighting to the dimmed would not be brought to this 
Cabinet Committee.  A progress report on the LED street lighting 
conversion would be submitted to this Cabinet Committee at the end of 
2017.  

 Members noted that there was a time lag regarding the data provided in the 
report.  Mr Fitzgerald agreed to provide the most up to date data available 
in future reports and look at improving the labelling of the columns and 
dating the results within the Dashboard.

 Mr Balfour explained that Kent Scientific Services was undergoing a 
restructure.

 Mr Fitzgerald said that the number of enquiries for action for highways 
maintenance was reported as a year to date figure and work in progress as 
a snapshot. The difference between the figures was therefore roughly the 
number of enquiries completed. 

 Mr Hill thanked Members for their comments regarding Trading Standards 
and said that Trading Standards had forged a strong relationship with Kent 
Police.  The Chairman said that Trading Standards also kept Members well 
informed about their activities.

 Mr Wilkin explained that selling compost to individual members of was not 
commercially viable and that he would provide further information outside 
the meeting.

 Appreciation was given for this standard item being brought forward on the 
agenda to allow a full debate. 

 
3. RESOLVED that:

(a) the responses to comments and questions by Members and the report be 
noted;

(b) the definition of “Priority faults” be forwarded to Members outside the 
meeting; and

(c) a progress report on the LED street lighting conversion would be submitted 
to this Cabinet Committee at the end of 2017.

203. 2015/16 Growth, Economic Development and Transport Equality and 
Diversity Review 
(Item B2)

1. The Corporate Lead - Equality and Diversity, Mrs Agyepong, and the Head of 
Culture & Sport Group, Miss Holt, introduced an annual report that set out a 
position statement for services within the Growth, Environment and Transport 
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Directorate regarding equality and diversity work and progress in delivering 
KCC’s equality and diversity objectives for 2015/16 in accordance with the 
requirements of the Equality Act 2010. Mrs Agyepong said the Growth, 
Environment and Transport Directorate had gone from strength to strength in 
the past year.  The directorate’s objectives were currently under review 
focusing on the following:

 The needs of protected groups within all highways and transport schemes 
 Investment in roads, facilities and utilities
 Access to the county’s landscape and environment irrespective of age, 

disability, race or belief
 The Libraries, Registration and Archives Services in Kent continue to 

understand its local communities needs
 Responsive to communities
 Continue to apply equalities to all decisions made

2.  Miss Holt said an overarching Equality and Diversity Group was working to 
ensure that equality and diversity were embedded in the work of the directorate.

3. Officers were thanked for the detailed report.  

4. In response to concerns and questions

(a) Mr Wilkin said the Member Group reviewing the Waste Disposal Strategy 
would consider the needs of residents unable to get to the waste 
management facilities through a public consultation which would inform the 
development of the Strategy.  

(b) Miss Holt added that the techniques for profiling and customer insight data 
were imperfect but a huge step forward and that the he Equality and 
Diversity Group were considering how this could be improved. 

(c) Agreement was given to amendments to be highlighted in future annual 
reports to allow Members to see the changes. 

5. RESOLVED that:
 

(a) the responses to questions by Members be noted; 

(b) the current performance outlined in the report be noted; and 

(c) future reports be received annually indicating any amendments made to 
the previous year’s report.

204. Decision Number: 16/00074 - Public Service Vehicle Framework 
(Item C1)

1. Head of Public Transport, Mr Lightowler, introduced a report that asked the 
Cabinet Committee to consider and endorsement or make recommendations on a 
proposed decision to combine the current two approved lists for the procurement of 
the Council’s Public Service Vehicle contracts (which have a 10 year value of £123M) 
into one list. 
2. Mr Lightowler said the procurement of supported services and mainstream 
home to school transport was currently delivered through two distinct approved 
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supplier lists.  The approved list for supported bus services included 31 operators 
and the mainstream home to school transport list includes 125 operators.  Tenders, 
based on service type, were directed at the most appropriate list.  In addition to 
combining the lists it was proposed to revise the present “lotting” strategy which 
would provide an opportunity for KCC to package home to school and local bus work 
in ways that would reduce costs and make lots more attractive to suppliers.  In 
respect of any potential savings that could be achieved, Mr Lightowler was not able 
to quantify this.

3. In response to concerns raised and questions by Members, Mr Lightowler, Mr 
Balfour  and Mr Wilkin responded as follows:

(a) Mr Balfour said this decision did not preclude the current Select 
Committee on Bus Transport and Public Subsidy considering and/or 
making recommendations regarding the issues raised in the report. The 
Select Committee report and its recommendations would be submitted, 
for consideration and decision, to a future County Council meeting.

  
Post meeting note
The Terms of reference for the Bus Transport and Public Subsidy Select 
Committee are: 
1. To examine the current delivery model of local bus transport in Kent. 
2. To assess the extent to which KCC can prioritise support of the   current 

delivery model of local bus transport in Kent, while having due regard to 
the resource implications and the budget setting processes.

3. To explore whether alternative models of local bus transport delivery are 
available and, if so, to consider their viability and effectiveness.

4. To consider the implications of the recent Bus Services Bill for  bus 
transport in Kent.

5. For the Bus Transport Select Committee to make recommendations after 
having gathered evidence and information throughout the review.

(b) Comments were made on the benefits of putting the two categories 
together.

(c) Mr Wilkin explained that this was a purchasing mechanism and would 
not determine what was bought or from whom. Having one list would 
make the contracting system easier and would not tie the County 
Council into any contracts. This would be no impact of staffing.  

(d) Mr Balfour said that all the operators on the list would be able to choose 
what to tender for.  This approach would open up more 
competition/opportunity.

4. The Chairman invited Members to vote on the recommendation in the report. 
The votes cast were as follows: 8 for, 0 against and 5 abstained.  The 
recommendations were carried.
 
5. RESOLVED that:

(a) the comments and responses to Members questions and the report be 
noted; and
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(b) the proposed decision to be taken by the Cabinet Member for Environment 
and Transport to combine the current two Public Service Vehicle supplier 
list into one list as set out in Appendix A to the report be endorsed.

205. Decision Number: 16/00072 -The award of contract(s) for the disposal of 
additional local authority collected waste: 
(Item C2)

1. The Head of Commercial Management and Waste Services, Mr Beaver, 
introduced a report  which asked the Cabinet Committee to consider and endorse or 
make recommendations to the Cabinet Member on a proposed decision relating to 
the disposal of additional local authority collected waste.  He said there were two 
waste streams processed through the Allington incinerator under contract by Kent 
Enviropower Ltd (KEL).  A condition of this contract was Service Commencement 
which was triggered once KCC delivered the threshold of 325,000 tonnes of waste 
per annum to the plant.  This threshold had been met and KEL had served notice that 
this minimum tonnage commitment must now be maintained for the duration of the 
contract.  As waste was forecast to grow in line with housing and population growth, 
Mr Beaver said there was an opportunity to commission alterative contractual 
arrangements for the additional waste in order to reduce current disposal costs.

2. Mr Beaver responded to questions by Members as follows:

(a) Mr Beaver advised that  there may be different suppliers.  There    were 
review periods used to look at providers and any changes would be  
brought to this Cabinet Committee.

(b) A comment was made that this was good thinking outside the box. 
(c) Mr Beaver advised that the process was open to all and there was already 

significant market interest.
 
3. RESOLVED that:

(a)  the responses to questions by Members be noted; and

(b) the proposed decision to be taken by the Cabinet Member for Environment 
and Transport to  award a contract for the disposal of additional local 
authority collected waste as set out in Appendix A to the report be 
endorsed.

206. Decision Number: 14/00091(a) - A28 Chart Road Improvement, Ashford 
(Item C3)

1. The Project Manager, Mr Farmer, introduced the report which as the Cabinet 
Committee to consider and endorse or make recommendations to the Cabinet 
Member for Environment and Transport on his proposed decision relating to the 
delivery the A28 Chart Road Improvement, Ashford Scheme.  He said the proposal 
was to move to a dual carriageway scheme that was first considered by this Cabinet 
Committee in 2014.  Since that initial report public consultation had been held and 
the preferred scheme to take forward was approved in early 2016.  Network Rail was 
engaged and Local Growth Funding had been approved.  Land acquisition 
discussions had started and a compulsory purchase order was also required to give 
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programme certainty.  There was therefore a requirement to update the original 
proposed decisions considered by Members to ensure robustness of governance and 
decision clarity.

2. Mr Farmer received thanks for his work and discussions with Ashford Borough 
Members and local residents

3. The concerns and questions by Members were responded to by Mr Farmer as 
follows:

(a) . A Member asked that the scheme be as close to the commercial side of 
the A28  as possible and agreed that, along with the improvements to 
junction 10 proposed by Highways England, the scheme would relieve 
congestion. He also asked that officers liaise with Highways England to 
minimise the disruption caused by the road works

(b) A comment was made that there was already too much development 
across Kent.

(c) Mr Farmer thanked Members for their comments and said as much of the 
scheme as possible was being taken towards the industrial side of the A28 
to retain as much land as possible on the Godinton Park side for 
landscaping and noise mitigation.  Construction would commence in spring 
2018 and would take approximately 18 months.

(d) Mr Farmer assured Members that if East Lodge was acquired the asset 
would be well managed until such time as it was resold.

(e) A further comment was made that the Chilmington Green development 
was the worst development in Kent.

(f) Mr Farmer agreed to discuss negotiations with Network Rail on another 
scheme with Mr Whybrow outside the meeting.

(g) Mr Baldock asked that his opposition to the recommendations be noted.

4. RESOLVED that:

(a) the responses to comments and questions by Members and the report be 
noted; and

(b) the Environment and Transport Cabinet Committee endorsed, the 
proposed decision to be taken by the Cabinet Member for Environment & 
Transport as shown at Appendix A of the report to give approval to:

(i) all acts required to carry out and complete the A28 Chart Road 
Improvement scheme;

(ii) all acts required to acquire the land and rights for the carrying 
out and completion of the A28 Chart Road Improvement scheme, 
including by means of a compulsory purchase order and/or blight 
notices;

(iii) the delegation to the Corporate Director of Growth, Environment and 
Transport, and any further or other decisions as may be appropriate 
to deliver the A28 Chart Road Improvement scheme.

207. Decision Number: 16/00076 - Winter Service Policy for 2016/17 
(Item C4)
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1.   The Highway Manager (West), Mrs Valentine, introduced the report which 
asked the Cabinet Committees to consider and endorse or recommendations on the 
proposed decision to be taken by the Cabinet Member for Environment and 
Transport to agree proposed changes to the Winter Service Policy for 2016/17 as set 
out in Appendix B of the report.

2. Mr Valentine gave a short presentation that highlighted data on the winter 
months over the past six years accompanied by National Guidance that had been 
used to refine the final proposed decisions.

3. Mr Wilkin advised Members that the mild damp winters had led to an 
increased highway soft landscaping growth, including grass and weeds and any 
underspend as a result of the mild winter would be used to deal with the issue of soft 
landscaping.

4. The Cabinet Committee endorsed the intention to roll forward any underspend 
for soft landscape maintenance particularly for dealing with grass and weeds. It was 
also suggested that parish councils could be approached to carry out some of the 
local soft landscaping. 

5. In response to concerns raised and questions by Members, Mrs Valentine, Mr 
Wilkin and Mr Balfour advised the following:

(a) the question on the minimum salt run over six days would be answered 
outside the meeting.

(b) A comment was made that the coordination of the Winter service had 
improved and was very good.  Praise was given to the officers for their 
work.

(c) Mr Wilkin confirmed that a second weed spray would take place from mid-
August to October.

(d) Mr Wilkin agreed to discuss the issues of Maidstone soft landscaping with 
the local Member outside the meeting

(e) Comments were made that the Highways budget needed to be 
safeguarded.

(f) Mr Balfour and Mr Wilkin reassured Members that there were funding pots 
for extreme weather events and the resulting pot holes etc provided by 
government for local authorities to bid against.  

(g) Mr Wilkin advised that the local authority did not provide salt bins in new 
developments as a matter of course.  It was considered that the new 
developments would negate this need.

6. RESOLVED that:

(a) the responses to comments and questions by Members be noted; and
(b) the proposed decision to be taken by the Cabinet Member for Environment 

and Transport to agree the proposed changes to the Winter Service Policy 
for 2016/17 be endorsed:

(i)  (s.3.3.2) Brine trial for selected routes to be implemented, supported by 
the Transport Research Laboratory (TRL)
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(ii)  (s.4.3.2) Kent Road Weather forecast to be sent out via the winter 
weather forecast provider, Met Desk

(iii)   (s.6.2.1) Additional routes added to snow clearance priorities
(iv) (s.9.1.2) The proposal for any future winter service budget underspend 

to be treated as a committed roll forward, so that any additional 
funding is available in the following financial year for highway soft 
landscaping maintenance.

208. Proposed Response to Operation Stack Lorry Area Consultation 
(Item D1)

1. The Director of Environment, Planning and Enforcement, Mrs Stewart and 
Miss Pettitt, introduced a report that set out the proposed outline of Kent County 
Council’s response to the Operation Stack Lorry Area consultation before it was 
finalised by the Cabinet Members for submission to Highways England by the closing 
date of 23 September.

2. Mr Balfour said Operation Stack Lorry Area was to be debated at Westminster 
later in the day when he hoped the need for discussions with the Department of 
Transport would be recognised.

3. Members received comments that were tabled from the Local Member for 
Elham Valley, Miss Carey, and a resident (Mr Horner) expressing their views on the 
consultation.

4. Mr Balfour, Mrs Stewart and Miss Pettitt responded to comments and 
questions by Members as follows:

(a) A Member asked for the following to be considered, “in order for the lorry 
park to work effectively TAP lorry parking regulation needed to be in place.  
This could be in advance of the lorry park.  Use this opportunity to reinforce 
and put in as soon as possible.    The regulations on lorry parking needed 
to be put in as soon as possible”.  Mr Balfour agreed and advised that 
Highways England had been positive in certain areas unblocking some of 
its positions.  In terms of fly parking there was a correlation between 
stopping lorries parking on hard shoulders and having somewhere to 
redirect them to.  He said the market must not be distorted by the provision 
of such a facility.

(b) Referring to page 166 of the report, a comment was made that existing 
lorry parks should be encouraged to expand and it was agreed that Kent’s 
local authorities should be given powers to create solutions for overnight 
lorry parking.  A further comment was made that lorry drivers would not 
leave their natural route to use the lorry parking.  Mr Balfour stated that 
there was a requirement to persuade lorry drivers to use the lorry parking.  
KCC was stressing that the need for small lorry parks was critical. A 
suggestion was made that “KCC and Medway Council” in the second bullet 
point on page 166 be removed and replaced with “ the local authorities” as 
the district and borough councils would have input too.

(c) Concerns were raised that Highways England did not have answers 
regarding air quality and air pollution.  A request was made for a full air 
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quality study to take place to be used as a bench mark.  Mr Balfour agreed 
that air pollution needed to be monitored and well as landscaping etc.

(d) Mr Balfour considered that this was the time to reflect on whether there 
would be a problem filtering on the Lower Thames Crossing.  A survey was 
to take place on how many fly parking area there were already in Kent.

(e) Members said that Miss Carey had been vocal in representing the 
residents in the Elham Valley regarding this issue.

5. RESOLVED that:

(a) the responses to questions by Members be noted; and

(b) the proposed outline response that would be finalised and approved by the 
Cabinet Member before being submitted to Highways England by the 
closing date of 23 September be noted, subject to Members’ suggestions 
being considered by the drafting officers. 

209. Work Programme 2016/17 
(Item D2)

RESOLVED that the Work Programme for 2016/17 as set out in appendix A of the 
report be agreed. 

210. Exclusion of the Press and Public 
(Item )

Resolved that under Section 100A of the Local Government Act 1972 the press and 
public be excluded from the meeting for the following item of business on the grounds 
that it involved the likely disclosure of exempt information as defined in paragraph 3 
of Part 1 of Schedule 12A of the Act.

211. Decision Number: 16/00071 - Variation to Contract with Kent Enviropower 
Ltd (Allington Contract) 
(Item E1)

1. The Environment and Transport Cabinet Committee considered a report that 
proposed a variation to the contract between Kent County Council and Kent 
Enviropower Ltd in order to enable significant revenue savings and resisting future 
cost pressures.

2. Mr Wilkin and Mr Balfour responded to questions from Members.

3. RESOLVED that:

(a) the responses to questions by Members be noted; and

(b) the Cabinet Committee endorsed the proposed decision to be taken by the 
Cabinet Member for Environment and Transport to vary the contract 
between Kent County Council and Kent Enviropower Ltd for the provision 
of Waste Disposal services (“the Allington Contract”) conditional upon the 
award of a contract(s) in respect of material over and above the minimum 
tonnage commitment as shown at Appendix A of the report.
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